
THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools

Register online at www.contemporarylearninghub.com

View the full program and session information on the following pages.

Contemporary
Learning Hub 

Online Festival - 17th May - 1st June  2017

Join us online for sessions with leading educators from across the globe including:

Bruce Sullivan  |  Diane Heacox  |  Lane Clark

James Anderson  |  Jonathan Nalder 

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/


www.contemporarylearninghub.com

About the Festival

With schools facing the ongoing challenge of catering for the 
needs of an increasingly diverse range of learners, there is now 
more than ever the need for quality professional development 
for educators and school leaders. With this in mind, the 
Contemporary Learning Hub is bringing together leading 
educators and thinkers from across the globe to share proven 
strategies and innovative pedagogy that can be used to improve 
student learning outcomes. An additional focus of this year’s 
program will be how we can improve the effectiveness of our 
teams, whilst also maintaining work life balance.

With over 14 hours of high quality professional development 
that you can access live or via on demand recordings, the 
festival is a must for any educator or school wanting to level up 
learning. Each session from the festival will be available to view 
as a recording for six months after the live session. This makes 
the festival a flexible source of high quality professional 
development for schools that can be viewed live or on demand 
as part of your school based PD programs.

THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools Online Festival

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Bruce Sullivan James Anderson Lane Clark Jonathan Nalder Diane Heacox

Expert in Growth 

Mindsets, Learning 

Agility, Habits of Mind

& Acquisition of 

Excellence.  Australia’s 

only Carol Dweck 

certified Growth 

Mindsets Trainer.

Highly acclaimed 

Keynote Speaker, 

Author & Business 

Leader.  Leading 

speaker on motivating 

teams and improving

effectiveness.

International 

Consultant and 

Thought Coach on 

teaching, learning 

and assessment.  

Working with schools 

across  the globe.

Innovative Educator

and Edtech Leader.  

International 

speaker on Future 

Literacies. Creator 

of Future-U.org and 

E20 Global.

US based Educator, 

Speaker and Author 

specialising in 

Differentiation and 

Gifted and Talented 

Education.  Author of 

Making Differentiation 

a Habit.

Highlighted Speakers

Our program this year includes both schools based educators and leading educators, thinkers and speakers who work with 
schools and industry across the globe.   Below is a snapshot of some of the speakers you’ll be able to engage with as part of
this year’s program.

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/


May
17

Wednesday 17th May - 3:30pm – 5:00pm

Motivation, Momentum and Balance :

Increase your effectiveness
Bruce  Sullivan
Keynote Speaker, Author & Business Leader
National Speakers Keynote Presenter of the Year

www.contemporarylearninghub.com

FESTIVAL KEYNOTE

Want to increase your effectiveness and recharge your teams?  Then 
gather your team together for a dose of Bruce Sullivan.   Bruce is a highly
acclaimed speaker and author who works with business 
leaders and educators across the globe to support them to consider how
they can improve their effectiveness, whilst maintaining work life balance.

In this Keynote session, Bruce Sullivan will guide you on an educational and entertaining journey that will help 
you with practical and proven ways to build resilience, decrease your stress, reclaim your energy and keep 
yourself focused and energised to do what matters most! 

Bruce will explore the challenge we all face trying to balance the many demands on our time and energy.   
Bruce will look at how you and your team can reclaim and focus our energy to ensure that we get what we 
truly want out of our profession and our life.   He will explore how we can overcome the obstacles to 
genuine effectiveness and maximise our own individual input into our team and our families to ensure an 
effective outcome.

This session is for you and your team if you want to learn more about:

• Recharging stressed out hard working individuals and teams

• Coping better with change fatigue, particularly if there is more change to come

• Maintaining motivation, work life balance and momentum for you and your teams

• Providing practical tools to decrease stress and increase positive energy

• Creating a common language, culture and philosophy that can be used on a daily basis in your teams  
to increase individual and team effectiveness

THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools Online Festival

WEEK 1 PROGRAM  - 17 th – 18 th May

Bruce Sullivan Bio

Bruce is a proven performer in achieving results in people for over 30 years. His practical, hands on 
experience is based on working with individuals, families, businesses and communities providing education 
and opportunities for personal improvement.   It is this experience that has given Bruce a unique 
understanding of our ability to relate to one another in the workplace and at home. This is what sets his 
work apart and gives a very practical and timely insight into relationships at work and home

Managing his own businesses since his teens, by age 24 he had established his own million-dollar network 
of businesses and he has an extended track record of working with a wide range of private and public 
organisations’, both in Australia and overseas. His enthusiastic, entertaining and hands-on approach gets 
long term tangible results and has resulted in 100% of his work being generated from repeat and referral 
business, which is of course the strongest possible testimony to his skills.
Voted Australian Keynote Speaker of the Year by the National Speakers Association of Australia, Bruce will 
engage and inspire you to do what it takes to be the best that you can possibly be in a world where change 
is constant and relationships are fragile.

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
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Thursday 18th May - 8:00am – 9:30am

Motivating the Gifted but Reluctant Learner
Diane Heacox

Leading author and speaker on differentiation and G&T.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com

Not all gifted learners are productive students. Not all are “A” students. Some 
perform exceedingly well in a single curriculum area but appear to be average 
in others. Some gifted students establish a perplexing pattern of doing well or doing 
nothing. Some are reluctant, even resistant learners refusing to play the school game.   
This session explores well documented research on underlying causes of low performance and creates 
distinctions between non-producers, selective producers and underachievers amongst the gifted 
populations. Participants are guided through a process for diagnosing specific performance issues.

THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools Online Festival

WEEK 1 PROGRAM  - 17 th – 18 th May

Diane Heacox Bio

Dr. Diane Heacox is a consultant and professional development trainer focusing on strategies to increase 
learning success for all students. She is the author of several leading books on Differentation and G&T 
including Making Differentiation a Habit, Differentiation in the Regular Classroom and Differentiation for 
Gifted Learners.   Dr.Heacox was recognized by the Minnesota Educators of Gifted and Talented as a Friend 
of the Gifted for service to gifted education.  She is also in the University of St. Thomas Educators’ Hall of 
Fame for contributions to the field of education.

May
18

Thursday 18th May - 3:30 – 4:30pm

Learning Agility:  Where Mindsets, Habits of Mind 
and Virtuous Practice Collide.
James Anderson

Leading Education Consultant and Certified Growth Mindsets Trainer

Amongst all the excitement about Growth Mindsets in education at the moment, 
we are losing site of the fact that a Growth Mindset is not growth. It is simply the 
understanding that you’re capable growth: an invitation to grow.  In schools we want 
more than just the understanding that we can grow, we want to see growth! In this 
presentation James Anderson will show you how a Growth Mindset is a critical foundation for learning, that 
ultimately needs to be combined with appropriate behaviours and process to produce the growth we desire 
in students.

Drawing on Prof Anders Ericsson’s work in the field of Acquisition of Excellence, you’ll discover why not all 
types of practice produce growth.  You’ll unpack the importance of Virtuous Practice in the classroom. 
Bringing a deep understanding of the development of the Habits of Mind you’ll see how Learning Power is 
achieved.   Finally, by unpacking Effective Effort (and how we’ve been getting the “Praise Effort” message 
wrong) we’ll discover how to improve student efficacy. Taken together, Growth Mindsets, Virtuous Practice, 
and Habits of Mind result in Learning Agility. The ability to respond successfully to rapidly changing learning 
environments. In short, Learning Agility is the quality that leads to success in the VUCA world our students 
will be living in, enabling them to face the future with more confidence and more success.

James Anderson Bio

James Anderson is a highly sought after speaker specialising in Growth Mindsets, Learning Agility, Habits of 
Mind and Acquisition of Excellence.  James is fully certified as a Growth Mindset trainer by Mindset Works (co-
founded by Carol Dweck).  He is the first, and currently only, person in the world to receive this certification.

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
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THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools Online Festival

WEEK 2 PROGRAM  - 22nd – 25 th May

May
22

Monday 22nd May - 3:30 – 4:30pm

The Power of Teacher Mindset
James Anderson

Leading Education Consultant and Certified Growth Mindsets Trainer

What’s the number one thing you can do to change student’s mindsets in your  
school?  Change teacher mindsets. While teachers can employ strategies for 
developing a Growth Mindset in students, ultimately they are unlikely to have a 
big impact on students mindsets if we don’t spend time examining teachers 
mindsets. The reason - our mindset is part of our unconscious bias. We send 
messages reflective of our own mindset every moment of every day, through all of 
our actions, which can result in what Carol Dweck describes as a False Mindset.

As just one example, imagine a teacher who has adopted the “praise effort” strategy. How many teachers 
have unconsciously translated this message into “praise struggling kids for their effort”? This will reinforce 
for students that some people have ability to achieve, and other have to make up for deficits by applying 
effort. As a result students build a Fixed Mindset view of the world instead of the Growth message the 
teacher was trying to send.

Similarly schools and organisations can have either a culture of growth or a culture of genius or achievement. 
While many schools engage in developing a “Growth Culture” a critical examination of many practices may 
reveal that what is actually valued is achievement - both for students and teachers.  When we combine 
teachers mindsets, with the Mindset Culture of the school, we have the potential to send very mixed, and 
often unintentional, messages about abilities and achievements to our school communities.

In this insightful session, James Anderson will explore the False Mindset, as well as indicators of a school’s 
mindset culture. Importantly you’ll leave with not only a deeper understanding, but also the ability to start 
shifting both.

May
23

Tuesday 23rd May - 3:30 – 4:30pm

Future Literacies
Jonathan Nalder -

Innovative Educator and Edtech Leader.  International speaker on Future Literacies. 

Creator of Future-U.org and E20 Global.

Join  Jonathan Nalder online for this 
thought provoking session where you’ll 
explore the future literacies every 
learner, student and worker will need 
to be able to navigate and apply if they 
are to thrive tomorrow.   In this 
session, you’ll explore the work his 
team is undertaking as part of the 
Future U project and explore how you 
can engage students in learning 
activities that support them to develop 
the skills they’ll need to be actively 
involved in shaping the future.

future-u.org

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
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THIS WAY UP 2017
Unlocking Potential in Academically Diverse Schools Online Festival

WEEK 2 PROGRAM  - 22nd – 25 th May

May
23

Tuesday 23rd May - 6:30 – 7:30pm

Learning 365 – Catering for, challenging and supporting diverse learners
Leading educators sharing effective practice from BYOx / 1:1 classrooms 

Join us online for this session that will bring 
together a number  of leading educators who 
are leveraging the potential of digital 
technologies to make learning accessible to 
students 24-7.  Discover the power of using the 
Flipped Classroom model.  Hear how teachers 
are using Office 365 and Class Notebook to 
make learning more effective in their classroom.

May
25

Thursday 25th May - 8:00am – 9:30am 

Adding Complexity and Depth to Teaching for Creativity
Diane Heacox

Leading author and speaker on differentiation and G&T

Distinguished as one of the essential skills for the 21st century, educators 
of the gifted have long committed themselves to the skills of divergent 
thinking. However, it is time to go beyond skills into tactics that strengthen 
the core of creativity. 

This session focuses on pedagogy that encourages students to experiment, 
to innovate, and to explore new avenues. Such pedagogy takes students 
deeper into complex tasks that support rather than trivialize creativity. 
In addition, attention will be given to the role of collaboration, diversity, 
idea exchange and an ability to build on another’s achievements in the 
creative process.

May
25

Thursday 25th May - 3:30 – 4:30pm

Mathematical Mindsets
Allison Bye

Head of Curriculum – Meridan State College

Drawing on the work of Carol Dweck and Jo Boaler, our Head of 
Curriculum Allison Bye has been working with teachers and students to 
shift from fixed to growth mindsets towards learning. 

In this session, Allison will unpack the journey she has taken, the successes 
and challenges and ideas and strategies for introducing growth mindsets to 
students in your own school context. The powerful message shared in this
session will be suitable for educators in P-12 contexts.

www.contemporarylearninghub.com
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WEEK 3 PROGRAM  - 29 th May – 1st June

May
29

Monday 29th May - 3:30pm – 4:30pm

21CLD - Understanding 21st Century Learning Design
Trent Ray 

Microsoft Learning Consultant  and Digital Pedagogies Coach at Collective Education

Be part of this session with Microsoft  Learning Consultant and Digital 
Pedagogies Coach Trent Ray.    This session will provide a rationale for 
providing engaging and challenging learning contexts that provide 
opportunities for students to develop 21st Century Skills.    In this session, 
Trent will introduce the 21CLD approach to  curriculum design and will 
unpack the key 21st century skills of collaboration, knowledge construction, 
self-regulation, problem-solving and innovation, ICT and skilled 
communication. 

Participants in this session will be introduced to the free online materials and 
training packages they can use to further develop their understanding and 
capacity to use 21CLD in their own classroom or school context.

www.contemporarylearninghub.comwww.contemporarylearninghub.com

May
31

Wednesday 31st May - 5:30 – 7:00pm

Real Learning – It’s BIGGER than Inquiry
Lane Clark - Leading Education Consultant

Gather your team, grab some dinner and join us online for this 
Twilight Session where acclaimed international learning consultant 
Lane Clark will unpack how the  Inquiry  Learning model can  improve 
outcomes and learner engagement.  

In this Twilight session, Lane will explore:

• What does it mean to learn?
• Is there a difference between knowing and learning?
• What is authentic learning?
• What is integrated learning?
• Is there a difference between theme and authentic integration?
• What does real learning look like?
• What are the similarities and differences between ‘real life’ learning and ‘in school learning’?

You will examine these critical questions as you challenge your current approach to inquiry.   Lane will offer 
a refreshing, necessary and practical approach to re-thinking and re-engineering how teachers teach and 
how learners learn.

Inquiry learning is no longer ‘new.’  It has become an instructional approach, that is advocated at the 
department level and realised in many classrooms internationally. Recognising and celebrating this 
advance in pedagogy...inquiry is merely a part of a much bigger whole.   If it‘s our goal to see an increase 
in student levels of engagement an increase in levels of high school retention; an improvement in student 
performance standards; and learners skilled and ready to contribute to their world, we need to re-think 
what we are doing, and how we are doing what we are doing in schools. We need to teach our students 
how to think and how to learn through a comprehensive learning process that mirrors the way in which 
learning occurs in the outside world.   We need to ensure that intellectual rigor, depth of knowledge and 
understanding, authentic, relevant and purposeful curriculum, our priorities.  We need to change the way 
learning is planned, designed, implemented, assessed and evaluated. 

http://www.contemporarylearninghub.com/
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WEEK 3 PROGRAM  - 29 th May – 1st June
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June
1

Thursday 1st June – 3:30  - 4:30pm

Go with the Flow – The real value of creating Makerspaces in our Schools
Adrian Greig – Head of Innovation – Maleny State School Innovation Centre

The work of Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi has contributed pioneering 
work to our understanding of happiness, creativity, human 
fulfilment and the notion of "flow" — a state of heightened 
focus and immersion in activities such as art, play and work.     

In this session by leading innovative educator Adrian Greig, we’ll 
be taken on a tour of how he has transformed a traditional 
library space at Maleny State School into a dynamic Makerspace 
environment which has become the heart of the school and a 
place where students achieve flow as they immerse in a broad 
range of STEM activities.   Learn how over 100 students flock 
to the space every lunch time to continue learning, playing and 
working on STEM projects that they care about and how this 
work is changing how students view learning processes.

This practical and inspiring session will give you heaps of ideas 
and inspiration for setting up a similar space in your own school 
context.   

June
1

Thursday 1st June - 8:00am – 9:30am 

Where to Go From Here: 
Identifying Your School’s Next Steps in Differentiation
Diane Heacox

Leading author and speaker on differentiation and G&T

Your school has started your journey in differentiation. Now you need a road 
map of next steps to embed differentiation into classroom practice. In this 
session, you’ll identify where to go next and how to get there. Work through a 
process for determining your status with differentiation and for identifying 
next steps in growth and development. End the session with an action plan 
ready for implementation.

To be part of This Way Up 2017, you or your school will need  to register online at www.contemporarylearninghub.com.
We offer both whole school access passes and passes for individuals.   Please note that our registration system now takes 
credit card payments so have your credit card ready to finalise your registration.

All registered schools and participants will be sent the links  and passwords they need to access the festival in the week 
prior to the festival.    Links to the recorded versions of the sessions will be provided at the end of each week and will 
remain available for  six months from the date of the live session. 

Be part of  This Way Up 2017
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